Abstract: Hinge motions are important for molecular recognition, and knowledge of their location can guide the sampling of protein conformations for docking. Predicting domains and intervening hinges is also important for identifying structurally self-determinate units and anticipating the influence of mutations on protein flexibility and stability. Here we present StoneHinge, a novel approach for predicting hinges between domains using input from two complementary analyses of noncovalent bond networks: StoneHingeP, which identifies domain-hinge-domain signatures in ProFlex constraint counting results, and StoneHingeD, which does the same for DomDecomp Gaussian network analyses. Predictions for the two methods are compared to hinges defined in the literature and by visual inspection of interpolated motions between conformations in a series of proteins. For StoneHingeP, all the predicted hinges agree with hinge sites reported in the literature or observed visually, although some predictions include extra residues. Furthermore, no hinges are predicted in six hinge-free proteins. On the other hand, StoneHingeD tends to overpredict the number of hinges, while accurately pinpointing hinge locations. By determining the consensus of their results, StoneHinge improves the specificity, predicting 11 of 13 hinges found both visually and in the literature for nine different open protein structures, and making no false-positive predictions. By comparison, a popular hinge detection method that requires knowledge of both the open and closed conformations finds 10 of the 13 known hinges, while predicting four additional, false hinges.
Introduction
Flexibility is critical to both the structure and function of proteins and impacts areas from protein folding 1 to prion propagation 2 to structure-based drug design. 3, 4 Hinge motions can be particularly important for interactions between proteins and small molecules by exposing the interaction surface to the ligand. 5 Therefore, predicting hinges has the potential to enhance structure-based ligand discovery.
Large-scale conformational changes such as hinge motion can be divided into three classes on the basis of size: fragment, domain, and subunit. 6, 7 Fragment motion refers to movements of small regions such as surface loops, whereas domain motion generally involves large conformational changes between covalently linked domains. Subunit motion refers to movement between polypeptide chains, often associated with allostery. 6, 7 Here, we focus on identifying hinges between domains, which can be considerably harder to analyze and predict than fragment motions. Even within this class of motion, hinges have been defined in different ways. Here, we define a hinge as a region of localized, internal motion of the main chain between two domains of a protein, rather than between a domain and a flexible region, such as a loop.
The StoneHinge method, presented here, computes the consensus of two network-based hinge predictors, StoneHingeP and StoneHingeD. StoneHingeP identifies overconstrained and underconstrained regions in the bond network, corresponding to mutually rigid or flexible regions. All residues intervening between a pair of rigid domains are defined as the hinge. These hinges may have rigid inclusions such as b turns or short helices, as the movement of these substructures can also contribute to hinge motion. This definition allows for disseminated motions, where domain movement is caused by small changes spread over a number of residues. Such hinges are known for a number of proteins, including Bence-Jones protein, 8 lysine/arginine/ornithine (LAO) binding protein, 8 and T4 lysozyme. 9, 10 For instance, a twelve-residue, straplike hinge connects domains in the LAO binding protein. 8 Other hinge-prediction methods such as FlexProt 11 and StoneHingeD (presented here) define hinges as pivot points between two consecutive residues. StoneHingeD defines each hinge as a fixed point between connected regions undergoing large-scale opening and closing modes in DomDecomp. 12 Such pivot-like hinges are known for proteins including adenylate kinase, 13 inorganic pyrophosphatase, 14 and ribose binding protein. 15 To account for backbone flexibility during ligand docking, programs such as FlexDock have been developed to sample hinge rotations. 3 FlexDock partitions a protein into rigid regions with intervening hinges and docks the other molecule against each rigid region. The success of FlexDock for protein-protein docking at CAPRI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/capri/) demonstrates the utility of incorporating hinge motion. 3 However, this approach requires that the hinges first be defined by another method.
Identifying hinges
Hinge detectors, such as FlexProt, 11 require two con-
formations of the protein and analyze which residues stay mutually rigid between the conformers or change in conformation; the latter are identified as hinges. On the other hand, hinge predictors such as the StoneHinge algorithms presented here identify the locations of hinges given a single structure as input. Such methods are more widely applicable and focus more on the intrinsic flexibility of the protein rather than on ligand-induced changes. A number of other domain and hinge prediction methods are available, using a variety of criteria to identify the domains bordering a hinge, such as compactness, 16, 17 structural redundancy, 17 abundance of interdomain contacts, [18] [19] [20] presence of hydrophobic cores, 21, 22 distribution of electron density, 23 and interdomain versus intradomain potential energy. 24 Alternatively, hinge prediction can be based on sequence statistics 25 or assessed by normal mode analysis.
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StoneHinge
StoneHinge predicts hinges based on the consensus between StoneHingeP and StoneHingeD results. StoneHingeP is unique in using constraint counting from rigidity theory, as implemented in ProFlex, as the basis for predictions. ProFlex (successor to the FIRST method 27 ) analyzes flexibility using a threedimensional constraint counting algorithm that decomposes a protein structure into rotatable and nonrotatable bonds. This analysis is based on bond rotational constraints placed by covalent and noncovalent bonds in the network. The noncovalent constraints are reminiscent of the elastic interactions in normal mode analysis or the contacts analyzed in geometric approaches, both of which also represent the tertiary interactions stabilizing the protein. StoneHingeP analyzes the ProFlex results to identify the energy at which the protein structure first decomposes into two rigid regions (domains) of significant size, connected by a flexible hinge. If two domains containing at least 20 residues are not found, then hinge motion is not predicted. StoneHingeD uses the DomDecomp Gaussian Network Model (GNM) normal mode analysis to identify domains. 12 A reduced protein representation is used, modeling favorable contacts as an elastic network of springs connecting pairs of alpha carbons. 28 StoneHingeD defines hinges by identifying residues that are fixed points, or undergo the least motion, along the direction of maximal lowest-frequency (largest-scale) motion in the DomDecomp analysis. The consensus predictor, StoneHinge, assigns the residues of a StoneHingeD prediction as a consensus hinge if they fall within five residues of a StoneHingeP prediction. StoneHingeD is used to assign hinge residues because it was observed during training (see Methods section) to be more sensitive to the precise location of hinges, whereas requiring consensus with StoneHingeP greatly reduces false-positive hinge predictions. All hinged and nonhinged (control) proteins analyzed by StoneHinge. The training set of proteins was tested frequently during the development of StoneHinge, and thus their results may be favorably biased. The test set contains proteins not analyzed by StoneHinge until the algorithm had been finalized. Additionally, StoneHingeP and StoneHingeD were analyzed on control proteins with no known hinge bending motion. Correct prediction of the absence of hinges in these proteins is highlighted in gray. For StoneHingeP, the presence of fewer than 20 residues in the second largest rigid cluster leads to a no-hinge prediction, with the closed state of LAO binding protein and both states of glutamine binding protein being misclassified. For StoneHingeD, the prediction of a single domain leads to a no-hinge prediction, with the closed state of glutamine binding protein and both states of proteinase A being misclassified. All sizes are given as the number of amino acid residues. a There are several proteins for which the open and closed states differ slightly in size. This is due to differences in the form of the protein crystallized and does not affect the residue numbering used here. b StoneHingeD did not complete successfully when running on the Ig domain of Protein G, so no prediction was made.
superposition method (Table II and Fig. 1 ). Sensitivity of the hinge predictions was assessed against the intersection of the literature and visually-assigned hinges, referred to as the gold standard hinges (see Methods section).
Cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase
The hinge motion of cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase (CAPK) involves multiple stretches of the backbone and was defined in the literature by molecular dynamics analysis. 33 StoneHinge predictions in both the open and closed states match the gold standard hinge. FlexProt predicts residues 330-331, which are 10 residues from a visually-defined hinge that is spatially adjacent to the literature hinges.
Bence-Jones protein
The two domains involved in hinge motion are easily distinguished by eye. There is a single stretch of the backbone passing between them, and the domains remain slightly separated in the closed conformation.
The predictions of all programs on the open and closed states match the literature hinge, which was assigned using a variant of Siddiqui and Barton's method. 8 Lysine/arginine/ornithine binding protein
The literature hinge comprises two backbone segments. 8 StoneHinge predictions agree with the literature and visually-assigned hinges for both the open and closed states. For the closed state, in which the StoneHingeP component made no prediction, StoneHingeD predictions were used (following the protocol described in Fig. 3 ). FlexProt reports a hinge close in sequence to the first literature hinge, but based on visual inspection, it is located in a rigid region distal from the hinge.
Adenylate kinase
Here, the hinge region again incorporates two segments of the backbone, with two additional hinges identified in the literature but not by visual inspection. 13 StoneHinge predictions from both the open and the closed states miss the gold standard hinges, while detecting one of the literature-only hinges. FlexProt identifies both of the gold standard hinges. Adenylate kinase presents a challenging case in which the literature and visual hinge definitions disagree on two hinges, and in which the StoneHinge component predictors also do not show clear consensus. 
Glutamine binding protein
DNA polymerase b
A protease sensitive hinge region between residues 82 and 86 comprises the single literature hinge. 35 However, visual inspection identified three domains that move relative to each other, with less motion in the second hinge at residues 263-264. 29 Because StoneHingeP identifies hinges between two rigid domains, it misses the secondary hinge. The length of the primary hinge is significantly overpredicted in the open and closed forms, due to the inclusion of a helices bordering the hinge. StoneHingeD correctly predicts both hinges but also predicts two hinges in the middle of the second domain. This case particularly indicates the strengths of using StoneHingeP and StoneHingeD together to pinpoint the location of hinges that are in agreement, and cancel extraneous predictions. FlexProt does not detect the secondary hinge, but it accurately detects the first.
Calmodulin
This is an atypical hinge that consists of an a helix which partially unwinds in the center, as determined using NMR 36 and computational analyses 37, 38 as well as visual examination of the conformational transition. 29 StoneHinge predictions on both forms of the protein match this hinge, whereas FlexProt identifies four hinges, one of which is adjacent to the correct hinge.
Inorganic pyrophosphatase
This hinge includes one segment of backbone, and the two domains are easily distinguished in the open conformation. The literature hinge is based on a comparison of crystal structures. 14 StoneHinge predictions from the open and closed structures agree with the literature and visually-defined hinge. FlexProt detects this hinge but also identifies an extra one.
Ribose binding protein
Here, the hinge involves multiple stretches of backbone. The literature hinges are based on the comparison of the closed structure with several open structures. 15 StoneHinge predictions agree with the two gold standard hinges. FlexProt detects the first hinge region, but misses the second. The predictions for Prediction sensitivity was assessed using the gold standard hinges, which are the intersection of the literature and visually defined hinges, shown in gray. A graphical representation of these results appears in Figure 1 . 
Negative controls
To assess whether StoneHinge would falsely predict intradomain loops as hinges, the algorithm was tested on six proteins with low main-chain RMSD values between ligand-bound and ligand-free structures, indicating no significant backbone motion. 40, 41 Both the apo and ligand-bound structures were tested for three of the proteins. As with all predictions, ligands were removed first. These negative controls are listed in Table II, along with their StoneHingeP rigid cluster (predicted domain) sizes and StoneHingeD domain count. For all six proteins, StoneHingeP predicted the second rigid domain to have fewer than 20 residues, thus correctly predicting no hinge motion (see Methods section). Similarly, StoneHingeD predicted no hinges in all cases except for Protein A, due to identifying at most one domain in these proteins. Therefore, the consensus StoneHinge prediction for all proteins except Protein A indicated no hinges.
Discussion
The results of applying StoneHingeP, StoneHingeD, and StoneHinge to 27 structures (seven of which were used in training, with the other 20 reserved for testing), indicate they are effective predictors. StoneHingeP was shown to be highly sensitive: nearly all hinges in the gold standard set were identified for the structures in which StoneHingeP made a prediction. As shown in Figure 1 , any additional predictions corresponded to a hinge either reported in the literature or determined by visual inspection. However, in both DNA polymerase b structures and the open form of LAO binding protein, StoneHingeP significantly overpredicted the lengths of hinges. These overpredictions were caused by predicting several smaller rigid regions in place of the second rigid domain. Similarly, in glutamine binding protein and closed LAO binding protein, StoneHingeP missed the hinges due to not identifying the second rigid domain. Predicting more flexibility than is apparent from experimental results is typically due to irregular secondary structure or suboptimal hydrogen-bond stereochemistry, which weakens the network of hydrogen bonds analyzed by ProFlex constraint counting. StoneHingeD, the other component algorithm, was shown to be a precise predictor of known hinges. Each predicted hinge was specified as a pair of residues, although additional hinges were predicted for DNA polymerase b, ribose binding protein, and the closed structures of CAPK and adenylate kinase. StoneHingeP is also notable as the only algorithm using rigidity theory to locate hinges. Thus, it is likely to provide useful and independent information when used in consensus predictions, as shown by StoneHinge. Its consensus of StoneHingeD and StoneHingeP results was both sensitive and specific. All predictions corresponded to a gold standard hinge, and all gold standard hinges were correctly predicted, excepting adenylate kinase and the closed form of glutamine binding protein. Additionally, StoneHinge runs quickly due to the integer constraint counting algorithm of StoneHingeP and the reduced protein representation of StoneHingeD. It takes roughly 2 min to analyze a 300-residue protein on a Pentium IV, including determining the optimal energy level. The algorithm is also completely automated and does not require human intervention to interpret the results. As such, it is suitable for high-throughput use.
Using StoneHinge to guide flexible docking
As with other hinge predictors, StoneHinge results can guide the sampling of protein main-chain flexibility during ligand docking. One approach is to use StoneHinge together with FlexDock, which can dock ligands into proteins with prespecified hinges. 3 As only the location of the hinge must be specified, not the direction of motion, predictions from StoneHinge are suitable for use with FlexDock. Additionally, the network of rotatable bonds derived by StoneHinge can also be used with ROCK, 42 which generates a panel of protein conformations by sampling the hinge angles within stereochemically favorable ranges. Ligands can then be independently docked into each protein conformation using SLIDE, 43 as was demonstrated for fully flexible docking of the cyclic peptide cyclosporin with its receptor, cyclophilin A. 44 StoneHingeP already provides the input files needed by ROCK, making the process easy to automate.
As an alternative sampling method, the ProFlex component of StoneHingeP can be combined with a rotations and translations of blocks normal mode analysis to sample conformation changes in proteins 45 as input to docking. The output of StoneHinge can also be used as a starting point for MBO(N)D molecular dynamics simulations. 46 By dividing the protein into rigid bodies and flexible regions (e.g., using the StoneHinge predictions), this algorithm reduces the computational time required for molecular dynamics simulations. We also foresee other advances and applications of the StoneHinge algorithm, including recognizing and sampling active-site loop motion.
Methods
StoneHinge determines the consensus of the StoneHingeP and StoneHingeD automated hinge predictions, which are described in greater detail in this section.
StoneHingeP overview
StoneHingeP uses ProFlex 27 to predict a protein's rigid clusters, which are groups of atoms that are constrained by the bond network and do not move relative to each other. However, one rigid cluster may move relative to another, like two stones linked by a tether. These clusters may range in size from a few atoms to nearly the size of the entire protein. StoneHingeP prepares the input, runs the rigidity analysis module of ProFlex, and determines the appropriate energy level cutoff for hydrogen bonds and salt bridges to include in the network. The residue ranges within the largest two rigid clusters are then defined and filtered by StoneHingeP, based on whether they meet the domain size criterion, and the hinge residues between the domains are identified, possibly including rigid motifs such as turns. Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the algorithm, with each step explained below. StoneHinge performs all necessary preparation and analysis steps without intervention. This makes StoneHinge easy to use and enables automatic analysis of a database of structures. 
Protein preparation
Including buried waters. ProFlex works best when internal (entirely buried) water molecules are present in the structure but surface-bound water molecules are removed. The hydrogen bonds to internal waters can be important for the protein structure, whereas including surface waters tends to lead to overestimation of the rigidity of the protein. 27 All predictions presented here are made with internal water molecules only, as determined by PRO_ACT. 47 Predictions were also run using no water molecules (data not shown), as is done on the automated StoneHinge server. Although the overall flexibility analysis changed slightly, the hinge predictions were largely the same. Negligible differences have also been noted in a previous ProFlex-based analysis following removal of structural water from the Ras-Raf complex. 48 Removing ligands. All inhibitors and/or cofactors are removed from the structure before the prediction, as they tend to cross-link and rigidify the domains relative to each other. Ligand removal also enables identification of the intrinsic, rather than ligand-induced, flexibility of the protein. StoneHinge automatically removes all nonpolypeptide inhibitors by stripping heteroatom records from the PDB file. However, the protein will remain in a ligand-bound conformation, at least in terms of side-chain orientations. As this can influence the network of interactions analyzed by StoneHinge, we recommend analyzing ligand-free, open structures when possible. StoneHinge also removes metal ions by default, as bonds between a metal ion and the protein are difficult to deduce automatically from the structure. However, for biologically relevant bound metals, neglecting them may result in increased flexibility, affecting the hinge predictions. It is possible to avoid this by preparing the bond network using the standalone version of ProFlex (available by contacting ProFlex@sol.bch.msu.edu), but this procedure has not yet been automated as part of the StoneHinge predictions.
Adding hydrogen atoms. ProFlex requires polar hydrogen atoms to be present in the structure, as they are used to calculate hydrogen-bond energies. StoneHingeP calls GROMACS 49 to add polar hydrogen atoms to the protein structure and optimize their positions by steepest descent energy minimization for 100 2-femtosecond steps. GROMACS is freely available under the GNU Public License from http://www. gromacs.org.
Calculating the hydrogen-bond dilution profile. ProFlex calculates a hydrogen-bond dilution profile, 50 which StoneHingeP analyzes to identify an energy level optimal for determining domains and intervening hinges (Supp. Info. Fig. 1 ). To calculate the profile, the protein's hydrogen bonds are broken one by one, from weakest to strongest, and the constraint counting algorithm is run after each bond is broken. This simulates incremental thermal denaturation of the structure, as the calculated temperature rises and hydrogen bonds weaker than the current energy level are broken. The protein commonly appears as a single large rigid region when the simulated temperature is low and very weak hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are included. The structure then gradually breaks into two or more rigid regions (often corresponding to the known native state), before going through a cooperative phase transition to a completely flexible chain as the simulated temperature rises. 51 Hydrophobic interactions are maintained throughout the process, as the strength of these interactions increases somewhat with modest increases in temperature. 52 
Domain and hinge prediction using StoneHingeP
Selecting an energy level and domain size. There is no single energy level that corresponds to the native state of all proteins, in terms of rigid and flexible regions. This may be a result of the different conditions and forcefields under which protein structures are determined. Because our goal is to predict hinges, we wish to identify an energy level in which the protein contains at least two rigid domains of substantial size (20 or more residues). Rigid clusters of this size typically correspond to supra-secondary structures (e.g., two packed helices, rather than one long helix), whereas smaller rigid clusters do not. The appropriateness of this size threshold was assessed using the training set (Table I ) and fixed before running StoneHingeP on the test set proteins. StoneHingeP identifies the energy level at which the second-largest rigid cluster is maximal in size, measured by the number of residues with mutually rigid backbones. This typically occurs when the protein has just relaxed from a single large rigid cluster into two clusters, each potentially representing a domain. If more than one energy level has a second-largest rigid cluster of the same size, the more rigid (lower-temperature) state of the protein is selected. The two largest rigid clusters are then checked against the 20-residue size criterion. If either cluster is smaller than this, then no hinge is predicted.
Identifying hinges in StoneHingeP. Hinges are predicted as the residues intervening between two rigid clusters meeting the aforementioned criteria. Predicted hinges can be one or multiple stretches of residues, as rigid clusters do not necessarily consist of contiguous amino acids. For example, in the open form of adenylate kinase (Supp. Info. Fig. 1 ), the largest rigid cluster (called cluster 1 or the first rigid domain) is predicted as residues 5 through 12, 17 through 113, 163 through 195, and 198 through 217. These residues are proximal in space, but not contiguous in sequence. The second-largest rigid cluster (cluster 2 or the second rigid domain) is predicted as residues 124 through 158. Thus, in primary structure, cluster 2 occurs between two regions of cluster 1, and the hinges are predicted as the two stretches of residues between these clusters (residues 113 through 124 and 158 through 163). This corresponds to one flexible region of the backbone passing from rigid cluster 1 to rigid cluster 2, then a second flexible region later in sequence passing from rigid cluster 2 back to cluster 1. If cluster 2 also contained discontinuous sequence, as in the case of cAMP dependent protein kinase, then more than two hinges could be predicted. Table I .
Multichain proteins. At present, StoneHinge only predicts on single-chain proteins. The StoneHingeP methodology is applicable to oligomeric proteins, but interpretation of the results is not straightforward. For example, the two largest rigid subdomains of the protein may fall on different chains. Assigning a hinge between these two domains would not make sense, as they are not covalently connected. It is also possible that one chain contains two domains with an intervening hinge, whereas another chain contains a single large domain not involved in the hinge motion. In this case, selecting the two largest domains of the complex would not necessarily select the domains bounding the hinge. Because of these difficulties, StoneHinge will generate a StoneHingeP hydrogen-bond dilution plot (e.g., Supp. Info. Fig. 1 ) for oligomeric proteins without making a prediction. The dilution plot can then be manually interpreted to locate potential hinges. the open and closed conformations of the protein as input, and the hinges are identified as the pair of residues bordering adjacent rigid fragments. The hinge assignments were made using default settings: a maximum of 3.0 Å RMSD between matched fragments in the two structures and a minimum size of 15 amino acids for matched fragments. Hinges reported here are based on the alignment with lowest RMSD between all matched fragments.
Assessing prediction sensitivity
There can be variability when assessing hinge motion from experimental or simulation data, as evidenced by the differences observed between the literature and visually-defined hinges. Therefore, we assessed the sensitivity of the predictors using the intersection of the hinges from the literature and visual hinge sets. Hinges from these sets were said to intersect, or represent consensus, if they included amino acids within five residues of each other. These hinges are referred to as the gold standard set.
StoneHinge availability
StoneHinge is available online at http://stonehinge. molmovdb.org, as shown in Figure 4 . Proteins can be submitted for prediction online, and the predicted hinge locations will be mapped onto the three-dimensional structure and can be rotated in Jmol. Hinge predictions are also given in tabular form for StoneHingeP, StoneHingeD, and the StoneHinge consensus. Additionally, the hydrogen-bond dilution plot used for StoneHingeP predictions can be displayed. For those preferring to run the software locally, the StoneHinge Perl code is also available for download under the GNU Public License at the aforementioned web site. It can be run locally on Linux or Unix systems and modified as desired.
Protein structures
All protein structures were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank. 53 2SGA, 73 and 5SGA. 74 
